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1. Introduction 

When conducting rock art research, an inventory of all the rock art figures is necessary in order to have 
a comprehensive understanding of the archaeological context of a site. A rock art inventory in its basic 
form consists of identifying and describing each figure at a site and usually is created while in the field. 
However, regions with copious rock art sites make this method unrealistic due to limitations of budget, 
time, and rock art specialists. To alleviate the resource constraints, digital inventories produced from 3D 
models of rock art sites are being utilized to expedite the inventory process (Burton, Adams, Willis, & 
Nadel, 2017; Fritz, Willis, & Tosello, 2016). Jalandoni and May (2020) compared an inventory made from 
a 3D model against two traditional in the field inventories from different researchers and found that the 
inventory from a 3D model was a suitable alternative that required fewer resources.  
 
There are variations in the information collected in an inventory depending on the researcher and 
resources, for example measurements and tracings are often not included. Measurements and tracings 
are arduous to collect in the field, therefore are often left out of field inventory if there are time or 
budget constraints. It is easy and cost-effective to measure each rock art figure from digital models and 
they are demonstrably as accurate as measurements in the field, if not more so (Jalandoni, Domingo, & 
Taçon, 2018). However, tracing rock art, even on-screen digitally, can be a laborious process if the site is 
large or if there are multiple sites.  
 
For that reason, much of the rock art research does not include tracings and, if they do, only select 
figures or scenes are traced for publication purposes. Digitally tracing the rock art reduces field time 
considerably but it is still tedious (Jalandoni 2019). However, tracings are still very important for 
interpretating the rock art at a site and that is why they are done at key sites even when they have to be 
done manually in the field at great cost (Chippindale & Taçon, 1993).  
 
The objective of this research was to find a way to automate the tracing process, preferably using open 
source software, and evaluate the results. Reducing the resources required to produce tracings means 
valuable information can be added to a rock art inventory that can improve interpretation. Aside from 
speeding up the tracing process, automation also reduces subjectivity, which may help resolve 
conflicting rock art interpretations (Clogg, Dıáz-Andreu, & Larkman, 2000). Also, manual tracing is 
limited to centimeter accuracy, while automated tracing can reach millimeter accuracy (Wang, Wang, 
Hu, Li, & Ai, 2019).  

Auto-tracing was done by sieving and vectorizing an enhanced raster of a petroglyph site from the 
Philippines (Fig. 1). The Alab site was chosen because Jalandoni and Kottermair (2018) created a 3D 
model, enhanced it, and then created a digital inventory for the site, which served as a basis for 
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comparison with the output of the automated process. Although the dataset used was from the 
Philippines, the process should work on petroglyph sites everywhere. 

 

Figure 1 Orthomosaic from 3D model of sample area of rock art from Alab, Philippines.  

2. Related work 

Structure-from-Motion (SfM) photogrammetry has revolutionized archaeology by allowing non-
specialists with consumer grade equipment to create 3D models using overlapping images (Bassier, 
Vincke, de Lima Hernandez, & Vergauwen, 2018; Magnani, Douglass, Schroder, Reeves, & Braun, 2020; 
Willis, Koenig, Castañeda, & Black, 2016). The revolution in rock art documentation is that it has become 
cheaper, more efficient, and sometimes more accurate, not just due to the 3D models but also from the 
potential of their derivatives (Jalandoni, 2019).  
 
Automated tracing of paintings have been explored using Principal Component Analysis to first enhance 
the pigment and then to vectorize (Rogerio-Candelera, 2015). Another effective method for painted rock 
art has been pre-processing the orthoimage (noise-removal, image dodging, image strengthening), 
adaptive threshold binarization, chromaticity reversal, and image masking of background (Wang et al., 
2019). For engraved rock art, a method suggested for automated tracing was enhancement by shading 
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the mesh then vectorizing with free online software (Gil-Docampo, Peña-Villasenín, & Ortiz-Sanz, 2020). 
Another case study proposed a workflow for superimposed engraved and painted rock art enhanced 
with HyperCube and DStretch and automatically extracting the engraved lines (Cabrelles, Lerma, & 
Villaverde, 2020). In a case study using lasergrammetry, a deviation map was created that enhanced the 
engravings and then vectorized the results (Cassen, Lescop, Grimaud, & Robin, 2014). It was then 
compared with other methods, such as hand tracings, oblique lighting, and DStretch. Every technique 
was found to have its benefits and limitations and the best result was a combination of methods. Other 
researchers have had success using DStretch on engravings, particularly in very faint incisions (Cassen et 
al., 2014; Defrasne, 2014). Jalandoni and Kottermair (2018) trialed DStretch initially, but found it 
inadequate for enhancing engravings that had blended in with the surrounding rock due to erosion and 
biological growth. 

In all the studies, the first step was to enhance the painted or engraved rock art and then apply 
automated tracing. For engraved rock art there are two main methods of enhancing engravings. The first 
method uses artificial or recreated light to produce shade, like Reflectance Transformation Imaging 
(Mudge, Malzbender, Schroer, & Lum, 2006) or mesh shading (Carrero-Pazos, Vilas-Estévez, & Vázquez-
Martínez, 2018). The other method enhances the engravings using digital elevation models (DEM), 
which provides geometric information. Poier et al. (2016) experimentally demonstrated that using 
geometric information outperforms color for automated segmentation. 

Jalandoni and Kottermair (2018) described a technique for enhancing engravings using SfM 
photogrammetry and geospatial algorithms before manual vectorization. The Topographic Position 
Index (TPI) algorithm developed by Dilts (2015) was applied to the photogrammetry-derived DEM to 
expose differences in elevation between cells, resulting in increased visibility of obfuscated engraved 
rock art. After enhancing the rock art, the process for creating a digital inventory was as follows: 1) each 
anthropogenic feature was on-screen digitized, 2) digitized lines were grouped into polygons that 
defined a figure, and 3) figures were classified into attributes. The attributes were then used for 
descriptive statistics. The automated tracing aims to replace the first step, which is digitizing every line. 
 
The unique aspects of the method proposed here is the utilization of an effective low-cost engraving 
enhancement method developed by Jalandoni and Kottermair (2018) and continuing the post-
processing and automated tracing in GIS. All the post-processing is done in open source software tools 
that are accessible to almost all archaeologists. By doing the enhancement, vectorizing, grouping, and 
attributes of the rock art in GIS results in the inventory being available in a spatially-linked database. 

 
3. Method 

For this project, a TPI raster layer was produced from the DEM used by Jalandoni and Kottermair (2018). 
We trialed slope gradient and terrain ruggedness index (TRI) to recreate shading but found the initial 
results not as effective as TPI for enhancing engravings. Using the same base layer allowed a basis of 
comparison between the on-screen digitizing produced by Jalandoni and Kottermair (2018) and the 
automated digitization algorithms of this project. On-screen digitizing is a type of manual digitizing 
where the researcher traces the feature on the screen with a mouse or other input device. On-screen 
tracing with finer precision would have been possible with more time and practice, but the aim here is 
to compare efficiency and completeness of the tracing rather than its ‘neatness’. However, we 
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acknowledge that the crudeness of the line tracing may adversely affect the comparison with the 
automated tracing. 

A window size of 25 x 25 cells was used for creation of the TPI raster layer from the DEM (Figure 1.A). 
We trialed a range of window sizes and found 25 x 25 cells to be the most effective size for our data, 
possibly because lines carved into the rock at our site were typically about 25 cells wide in the DEM. The 
TPI raster was then filtered to select only those raster cells that have a TPI value within the lowest 20% 
quantile of values, i.e. where lower elevation in the rock surface might be substantial enough to indicate 
carving of the rock. We trialed a range of thresholds for this filter and found the 20% quantile threshold 
to be best for our data. The TPI raster was then converted to a mask by setting the value of all selected 
cells (i.e. lowest 20% quantile) equal to 1, and values of the remaining cells equal to ‘NA’. Clumps of cells 
containing fewer than 300 cells were then ‘sieved’ out, and the remaining larger clumps were converted 
to polygons in a vector layer (Fig 2.C). Other clump sizes (100, 400, and 900) were also trialed (Fig 2.B, 
2.D, and 2.E).  

The TPI layer was created using the tpi function of the spatialEco package in R (Evans, 2019; R Core 
Team, 2018). Subsequent raster processing was completed in R, and the final raster layer was converted 
to a vector layer using gdal_polygonize, which is a program written in the Python language and run by us 
via the GDAL toolbox in QGIS (GDAL/OGR contributors, 2020; QGIS Development Team, 2020). 
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Figure 2 Sample area of engravings from Alab site: (A) TPI layer; (B) vectorized sieve size 100 (light blue); (C) vectorize sieve size 
300 (orange); (D) vectorized sieve size 400 (pink); (E) vectorized sieve size 900 (lime green); (F) and on-screen digitized layer. 
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Results and evaluation 

a. Sieve size 

Throughout all sieve sizes we trialed, very deep or thick lines are easily visible and vectorized (Fig 3). 
More faint lines are visible through a coarser sieve but more noise is also introduced. While it might be 
tempting to choose the finest sieve possible, the noise makes assigning polygons more tedious and 
correctly identifying rock art more difficult. On the other end, too coarse a sieve would mean losing thin 
and faint lines. Most archaeologists may be familiar with the analogy of sieving during excavation. 
Choosing a large particle size sieve risks small artifacts being missed, while choosing too fine a sieve 
recovers too much sediment making it possible to also miss artifacts. What we have tried to do here is 
sieve the art from the rock. If too fine a sieve is used, it may be tedious assigning polygons that exclude 
the noise and some rock art may be mistaken for noise. Due to the natural weathering of rock, the Alab 
site produced a lot of noise on the finer sieves. Therefore, we opted for sieve size 300, a medium sized 
sieve, because that provided balanced results for our dataset. Inevitably the automated digitization of 
sieve 300 failed to capture some rock art, but it was deemed easier to on-screen trace from the TPI layer 
the few that were missed than to navigate too much noise. Other sites may benefit from a different 
sieve size depending on the condition of the rock. 

 

Figure 3 Overlapping sieves of 100, 300, 400, and 900. All features in sieve 900 (lime green) are present in all other sieves, all 
features in sieve 400 (pink) are present in sieve 300 and 100, and all features in sieve 300 (orange) are present in sieve 100 (light 
blue).  
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b. Efficient and accurate tracing 

 

One of the arguments for automated tracing is that it reduces subjectivity (Clogg et al., 2000). When on-
screen tracing with GIS, it is possible to adjust the width of lines but that can be laborious when done for 
each figure, as even the line thickness within a figure may vary (Figure 4.A). A digital graphic tablet with 
stylus setup may be a way to expedite this process but it is an additional tedious manual step that 
introduces subjectivity. The automated tracing captures the width, edges, and the curvature of the lines 
better than the on-screen tracing (Fig 4.A-B). Having a more accurate tracing improves interpretation. 
However, the detailed edges may be a product of the 3D model which require fieldwork verification. On-
screen digitizing of holes, such as cupules, was sometimes difficult and did not capture the shape as 
accurately as the automated tracing (Fig 4.C)   

There are some drawbacks to the automated tracing. Naturally occurring depressions are captured in 
the automated tracing (Fig 4.D). The automated tracing showed more gaps within a line where the on-
screen tracing showed no gaps (Fig 4.E), even at sieve size 100 (Fig 2.B). Some lines are missed almost 
entirely (Fig 4.F). Some engravings are too faint to be caught by even sieve size 100.  

There are features that are captured by automating tracing that were not recognized by the researcher 
doing on-screen digitizing (Fig 4.G). Some features will need to be verified with fieldwork to determine if 
the depression is anthropomorphic or natural. 
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Figure 4 Automated tracing of sieve 300 overlaid with on-screen digital tracing (upper) and select areas of differences 
highlighted for comparison (A-G); and TPI layer (lower) for verification. 
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4. Discussion 

One of the difficulties with automation is the inclusion of noise which can be reduced by adjusting 
parameters. However, every parameter is the decision of the researcher and therefore introduces a 
level of subjectivity. Reducing noise may also lead to some details of the rock art being reduced or even 
for faint rock art to be ignored during the automated digitization. There is no objectively correct 
parameter to use, it is the subjective decision of the researcher. 

There are more technologically sophisticated methods for recording, enhancing, and tracing engraved 
rock art (e.g. Cabrelles et al., 2020; Cassen et al., 2014). However, the method we are proposing does 
not require specialised equipment and expensive software, therefore, it is more widely applicable. We 
also suspect the level of technical expertise required is not especially high. The complete process from 
beginning to end requires basic field and processing photogrammetry knowledge, introductory 
programming experience, and introductory GIS experience. These are skills most entry-level 
archaeologists should have or be able to develop quickly. Even Indigenous community owners can be 
trained to undertake this work themselves on their own rock art sites.  

Automated tracing can aid identification by reducing subjectivity, but the real strength in automation is 
for managing large amounts data. For instance, in central Queensland, Australia the Marra Wonga 
(Gracevale) rock art site is a petroglyph rockshelter that has continuous engravings for approximately 
130 m and it has been too daunting a task to manually count the thousands of engravings in the field 
(Taçon, Greenwood, & Jalandoni, 2020). About 100 kms south of Marra Wonga is The Palace rock art 
site, where at least 9,471 engraved, painted and stenciled figures were manually counted in the field 
(Morwood, 1979). Over 1,500 petroglyph and mixed sites have been identified in the Dampier 
Archipelago, Australia (McDonald & Veth, 2009). In France, over two thousand small engraved sites have 
been identified in the southern Paris Basin (Lesvignes et al., 2019). Hawai’i has at least 135 petroglyph 
sites with an estimated over 24,000 engravings (Cox & Stasack, 1970) . Enhancing the rock art aids 
identification by making them more visible, but automating the tracing reduces the time spent by rock 
art researchers creating a more complete inventory. Once all the figures are auto-traced and grouped, 
counting how many there are in a site like Gracevale or The Palace would be a simple algorithm. 
However, it is always advisable to ground-truth the automated results.   

The three steps in creating a digital inventory of rock art can be summarized into digitizing 
anthropogenic features, grouping into figures, and classifying. Automated tracing expedited the first 
step, but to automate the other two steps may require machine learning. The applications of data 
science is of growing interest to archaeologists looking for automated solutions (Deufemia, Paolino, & 
Lumley, 2012; Perenleilkhundev, Batdemberel, Battulga, & Batsuuri, 2019; Seidl & Breiteneder, 2012; 
Seidl, Wieser, & Alexander, 2015; Tsigkas, Sfikas, Pasialis, Vlachopoulos, & Nikou, 2020; Zeppelzauer et 
al., 2016). Future work in automating rock art documentation will likely utilize machine learning. 
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